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Chairman’s View

Hello All,
Welcome to the August edition of SAM, I hope you are all enjoying the best of
the summer weather and managing to spend as much time as you can out on
your bikes.
When I took over the role of Chairman from Mike Roberts it was understood
by all members of the committee that it would be on a temporary basis until the
next election of officers. Unfortunately, as so often happens in life, events have
overtaken us and it has become necessary for me to now stand down from the
post. At this months meeting I will be asking if anyone wants to stand as
chairman in the interim period. In the unlikely event that no one comes
forward, the committee will ask one of the current committee members to fulfil
the role.
I have enjoyed the brief time spent as Chairman and I would like to thank all
the committee members for their help and support and all the club members for
supporting the events the committee arrange.
I believe that this is a great club and will continue to be an active member. As
you’ve all heard me say before, this is your club and the more you put into it
the more you get out.
Enjoy SAM
John
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New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new members:
Les Dobson
Leia Dowsing
Rosina and William Dunham
Dominic Francis
Timothy Geaves
Nicholas Lambert
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
we will put that right.

Test Passes
Congratulations to Stuart Young, from Ipswich, for passing his IAM Test.
Stuarts’s observer was Steve Gower.
Further congratulations also to Steve as Stuart was his first associate, having
recently qualifying as an Observer.

Moving To London
A man walks into his bedroom and sees his wife packing a suitcase.
He asks, "What are you doing?"
She answers,
"I'm moving to London. I heard prostitutes there get paid £400 for doing what I
do for you for free."
Later that night, on her way out, the wife walks into the bedroom and sees her
husband packing his suitcase.
When she asks him where he's going, he replies,
"I'm coming too I want to see how you live on £400 a year".
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Secretary’s Scribbles
Dare I say that summer looks as if
it’s almost here? Well as I sit
behind my computer typing this,
the sun outside looks glorious and I
really must find an excuse to get
out on the bike. After a shopping
trip to Norwich in the family car
yesterday I need it!
I wrote the above yesterday and
today I had the perfect excuse to get
out on the bike. It’s been the first
SAM Breakfast ride I’ve been on for almost two years. This time it was to the
famous Ace Café in North London. If anything it was too hot (never satisfied
us British), with the normally pessimistic air temperature gauge on the bike
showing 29ºC. Ten bikes in three groups left Tesco in Stowmarket heading
west and most made to it the Ace (although one group used a minor detour via
the M25!).
And what a venue the Ace is! Despite the huge numbers of people there (it
seems it was the “street fighter” special day), we seemed to get served in
reasonably good time, find a seat and I’m told the food was good, (I’d already
had my breakfast some three hours before). Coming back was made
“interesting”
by
an
incident
and
large
tailback on the North
Circular. This meant a
detour via Waltham
Abbey and Harlow,
places I’ve not seen for
years. That means that
this year I’ve visited the
Ace Café, Box Hill and
Devils Bridge. Anyone
for Matlock Bath and
Squires at Sherburn in
Elmet next year?
A busy Ace Café in the sun!
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Members who have been with us a few years now may remember when the
group ran some great charity raising events. (Perhaps you may fondly
remember the sponsored ride to all fire stations in Suffolk. I still remember
riding round and around Wickhambrook before finally discovering that
Wickhambrook fire station is not in Wickhambrook village!) Well perhaps it’s
fair to say the more recent events have perhaps not been so memorable and
therefore the money raised as not been so great. Well I hope that in 2008 we
can once again get back to the good old days. We need your ideas, and need
them now. But before you shoot off an email to me, may I tell you about one
that I’ve had….?
It’s not an original idea, I don’t have those, but an adaptation of one I heard
about done by the Caravan Club! No really, keep reading…
We need about six volunteers (and two “referees” to prevent cheating (not that
I think any of you would do that)). Then next June (long days of sunlight), one
group of three and their referee head off for John O Groats (stopping over night
somewhere in the Midlothian area – it’s not a marathon), making it a two day
trip up. The following day the other group sets off for Lands End (it’s not as far
so they can do it in one day). After a night’s sleep both groups set off towards
each other (no motorways allowed) to meet up at an overnight stop about
midway (Lancashire). The following day both groups continue their journey
north or south and finally come home.
It’s the referee’s job to meticulously note down every litre of fuel that the three
other bikes use.
Meanwhile over the previous six months, all members have been quietly
selling tickets to family, friends and anyone else they can think of to guess the
exact amount of fuel that the six bikes will use, (at £1 per guess). The nearest,
say, ten winners will receive prizes, and hopefully our charity for 2008 will
receive a decent amount of cash!
Now please let me know.
1. If you think this idea is likely to work (go on be cruel).
2. If you’d like to be a volunteer to ride.
3. If you’d like to sell tickets (or not).
4. Tips if you’ve done the ride before.
5. If you have a better idea!
Right so now the sun’s finally here I’m off on a family holiday to the land
that’s best known for….er….rain – Ireland. See you in September folks. Enjoy
your bikes.
Martin Andrew
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Academy Of Motorcycling
DSA - Approved Motorcycle Training
CBT - Compulsory Basic Training
DAS - Direct Access Scheme
Courses & Individual Lessons
Standard Test Training
Advanced Riding Techniques
(RoSPA Diploma Qualified Instructor)
Excellent All Week Training Facilities
Prices Guaranteed to be Unbeatable

Check Prices & Availability then Book Online
www.AcademyOfMotorcycling.co.uk
Tel: 01449 775776

Calls Taken All Week 8 till 8

Carole Nash Insurance
Motorcycle insurers Carol Nash are now "rewarding" SAM with a £ 20-00
incentive for each new group member who takes out a new policy. The free
phone number to call is 0800 083 4422, contact name is Barry Dixon.
Please quote to Carol Nash number 1597 this will ensure that SAM get the
money. This offer does not apply to renewals

Bennetts Insurance
If you take out a new policy with Bennetts please quote T2983 (Training
School Number) as this will earn SAM £30.
Please note, if you buy online you will have to phone Bennetts with this
number. This offer does not apply to renewals.
The SAM Observer August 2007
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S.A.M. Charity Ride
Sunday 2nd September
DUE TO A CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCE
Our Charity Ride/Treasure Hunt on Sunday 2nd September will now start from
“The Wild Man” P.H. at Sproughton.
All proceeds going to our charity “Riders for Health”.
Choose between Silver or Gold Award.
Silver Award:
Gold Award:

approx. 3 hours and 8 check points.
approx. 6 hours and 16 to 18 check points.

All the planning can be done in the comfort of your own lounge. Do it on your
own or in company. By bike or with the family in your car.
Signing on from 9.00 am to 11.30 am in the car park. The finish will also be at
“The Wild Man”. The publican Bob and wife Jean are ex-members of S.A.M.
and a carvery lunch is available from 12 midday to 7.00 pm at £8.95
(recommended).
Entry forms for the ride must be returned before SATURDAY, 25th AUGUST
and checkpoints will then be sent out.
HAND IN ENTRY FORMS TONIGHT AND COLLECT CHECKPOINT LIST.

SEND OR DROP INTO: (with a stamped self addressed envelope)
Maureen Gilbert
19 Finborough Road
Stowmarket
IP14 1PN
Tel: 01449 675614
£5 donation per bike minimum
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This, That and The Other
Well, how did Mr. & Mrs. Terry manage to circumnavigate Scotland without
the help of a GPS? Not once did they mention this digital aid, it must have
been luck that they got all the way to the Scottish Highlands and back to where
they started. Or maybe they had a map.
While still developing my own GPS system which utilises my old CD player
multichanger giving 87 map selections either at random or previously selected
routes, using my old French Logis maps cut to fit my half-dozen size egg
carton which currently houses my preproduction model, it does of course
provide hotel locations along with the route. My electrical engineering
development team has suggested a one dozen-size egg carton to enable them to
mount the 12v to 240v converter (for the CD changer) in the same unit. The
control panel, yet to be purchased on Bay Watch, will of course be operated by
gloved hands, unless you’re really brave. And if any club member has an old
etch-a-sketch I’m still looking for a screen. We hope to market our GPS
system early next century in kit form with 3 models – GARBISH extra special,
GARBISH taste the difference and GARBISH smart price.
Hoping to follow the success that Tony Fuller had with his motorcyclists hands
free phone kit. Note: for anyone who has not updated to a Sharks tooth phone
Tony still has a few of his standard kits left at £2.50.
THAT anyone could think a GPS is an aid to touring is very sad. The pleasure
alone of deciding where to go, when to go and the weeks or months before
departure of taking the Lonely Planet or Rough Guide for bedtime reading
must be preferable to giving your hard earned holidays to a computer. Believe
me motorcyclists DID tour Europe B4GPS.
Being on the WRONG road has never been a problem, as it must go
somewhere. Long before GPS we were somewhere in Spain with our sadly
missed friend Robert and his wife Bron and had stopped to consult a MAP
when Robert pointed out what looked to be a fortification on a distant hill.
Let’s go and have a look. 20 minutes later we had ridden up a small unmarked
road to a tiny hilltop village, in fact smaller than a village, which in some
bygone age had been some sort of castle or fortified dwelling. Although not
much sign of life we spotted a hand painted sign café/bar. On poking our
heads through the usual beaded entrance we were greeted with “CAN I HELP
YOU?” We soon had refreshments all round and the bartender entertaining us
on his mandolin. We finally left his hostelry with 2 litres of his home made
The SAM Observer August 2007
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Sangria (and that’s another holiday tale) and retraced our route, only to find we
were on the wrong road. What a bit of luck.
As for the OTHER. On Saturday, 6 October any member who has NEVER
crossed the channel by bike and would like to, then join Maureen and me for a
day trip to France.
Rough itinerary: 8.30 am ‘ish train (Chunnel) about £20 return. From Calais
we will ride to the hill top village of Cassel, approx. 50 km (30 miles) for
coffee and toilets. Then ride across country on minor roads to Le Touquet,
approx. 90 km (55 miles) for lunch. We will then take the coast road back to
Calais, approx. 70 km (45 miles) for a 5.30 pm (French time) train back.
First Timers only and up to 6 bikes. Interested, see Keith or Maureen tonight
or phone 01449 675614 before end of month, as we are off to Europe for
September to get lost, unless of course I finish my GPS by then, so keep a look
out for the etch-a-sketch.
Keith Gilbert

FOR SALE - Top box rack and fitting kit for a Honda ST1300 - 2002 onwards.
Will take a GIVI or KAPPA top box. Hardly used as new. £30.00
Call Reg on 07718 781238
FOR SALE - Genuine Honda Fly Screen for CBF 500 with all fittings in a
good condition. £35.00 ono
Call Steve on 01473 430643
FOR SALE - Harley Davidson Fat Boy 1997 (P reg), 9708 miles, 1340cc,
Black, with some genuine Harley extras (chrome engine casing, after market
silencers, grips) £9,000 .
Call Julie on 01449 775284 or 07880 958511
Send your classified items to sam.editor@hotmail.co.uk
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
The SAM Observer August 2007
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This Internet shop allows you to purchase regalia of the Suffolk Advanced
Motorcyclists group. All profits will go to SAM's charity which is Riding For
The Disabled.
Samples are on display and for purchase on Group Nights. See Mrs. Terry
Brooker for details and to view a printed version of the catalogue.
http://sam.spreadshirt.net

NB. This is just a small selection of the items available. There are over 90
items in various colour combinations. If you want something with different
colour combinations, just ask and we will see what we can do.
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August Chip Run
Thursday 23rd August Copsey’s, Maldon
CM9 4NB
Meet at Tesco Ipswich at 6:30 pm prompt
Ride Co-ordinator is David Rudland
(01473 401362)
Leave Ipswich on A12 south
Past Colchester exit onto
A1124 top of slipway T/L S/P Colchester Zoo
Follows signs for Maldon. At T junc T/R to join
B1022 Tiptree / Maldon
Across First R/A (2nd exit)
(Town Centre direction)
The Chippie is on the left.
Check all routes with your Road Map (and/or see the map of the destination in
the Calendar on the SAM website) before setting out, then maybe no one will
get lost. Even better, take the route and a road map with you.
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September Breakfast Run
Sunday 9th September Jambo Café, Holt, Norfolk
NR25 6AR
Meet at Tesco Stowmarket at 8:30 am
Ride Co-ordinator is Mark Selwyn
(01255 674174)
A14 to Woolpit exit onto the
A1088 Ixworth / Thetford in Thetford exit 2nd R/A
A1075 Watton / Dereham.
Thru Dereham Town Centre keep bearing left
@ R/A T/R onto
B1110 North Elmham / Melton Constable / Holt
T/L 1st exit on R/A T/R S/P Car Park and Store
Café in square just off Car Park
Check all routes with your Road Map (and/or see the map of the destination in
the Calendar on the SAM website) before setting out, then maybe no one will
get lost. Even better, take the route and a road map with you.
The SAM Observer August 2007
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist cannot and
do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage to
vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle.
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committees
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route






If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group
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Photo of the Month

One of these three are hung like a donkey and their name is Jenny!

Caption Competition
Do you have an amusing photo, maybe of another SAM member in an unusual
position (as long as its legal!) that could be used for a Caption Competition?
Maybe something similar to the ‘Photo of the Month’ shown above, that was
sent in, along with the caption, by an “anonymous” donor. Thanks Keith W!
Please send your photos, electronic or hard copy (which will be returned) to the
SAM Editor for selection in next month’s edition.
P.S. Please don’t send images sourced from publications / the Internet, as they
are the Copyright protected and SAM can’t afford the law suite!
The SAM Observer August 2007
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Eastern Lights
Thoughts of a Virgin Marshall
With some doubts about the suitability of my RF900R acting in a slow riding
marshalling role I volunteered to be a marshal for the experience and to make
the numbers up. The following is a note of the experience and the day.
Up at 5.30am to a damp and drizzling morning to meet at the Beacon Hill
Services by 7.am. The weather forecast of rain early morning turning to sun
later in the day turned out to be correct and my waterproofs were out ready for
use. The bike was filled to the brim the previous day, total range is usually 150
to reserve so the idea was to not have to refill until after the event was finished
at Yarmouth. In fact the event was to Lowestoft but either the pace, or severe
slow running problem that suddenly showed itself, resulted in a 200 miles
before reserve. Contaminated fuel? The bike is being dynode and serviced at
the moment.
On arrival at Beacon Hill the garage was closed and fuel was not available until
7am but Tom had the weather, and us, sorted and 17 marshals left shortly after
7 in the dry. I followed the Master as I intend to start Observing again but
didn’t get too close as I had not cleared this with him. An easy steady run to
Norwich saw us arriving before 8am with the main pack going on to the wrong
Park & Ride, some confusion on the number of exits put down to a Senior
moment. Tom took his punishments well, although his cap rotated 180degrees
under the pressure.
The start was scheduled for Noon but a trickle of riders started coming in
immediately. The car parking plan had to be scrapped due to a layout change
not notified but Tom rapidly reorganised everybody in the handling of arrivals.
All was fairly quiet and easy to cope with until 10:45 then large packs started
to arrive. Threatening to overwhelm our efforts to pack every bike in an
orderly fashion. Talking to some of the arrivals during the day showed that
this year’s organisation was far superior with none of the problems of parking
or departure that they had previously. All were good natured but some of the
parking attempts…? Out of the 1000+ only one guy showed signs of being
Bolshie on where to park but seeing everybody else co-operating, ended up just
mumbling to himself and glaring in a sulky fashion.
The SAM Observer August 2007
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All the arrivals were packed and sorted by 12 to hear the Police give safety
instructions and wheel out the annual joke on Ducati breakdown. I was a bit
sensitive to this due to my slow running problem, it seemed unlikely that the
cavalcade would be moving at a speed requiring a decent throttle opening and I
had fears of sooty plugs and an ignominious breakdown.
I was almost tail end Charlie, it took nearly 30minutes for the 9mile long
cavalcade to clear the car park in pairs, and one poor guy dropped his new bike
with his son on it as he started off but no injuries resulted. My role now
changed from PR / car park attendant to travelling Marshall. The task was to
shepherd in any bike straying across the centre line but such was the standard
of riding and restraint it never happened. Just as well as a good rear
observation was required as the Police came flying past as they leap-frogged
(French influence? sorry, my humour) closing road and stopping hazards
occurring from Spam cans and peds.
It was a beautifully summers day, probably the first this year, with the roads
and bridges lined with people cheering and clapping us on, and remember they
had been doing this for the 30minutes it took for all the bikes to pass. The
usual elastic effect of a long queue of traffic helped to keep the bike running, in
a fashion. We passed slowly through Yarmouth with no signs of stopping
which was a worry and kept going until Lowestoft seafront with the fan cutting
in numerous times. At last we were parked up in a compound set aside for us
on the seafront.
The run back to Felixstowe on my own was easier being able to come off the
slow running jets but it was a very sick bike by then.
Apart from the bike, a brilliant day, good for skill improvement, dealing with
crowds and first class training to be a car park attendant. For next year it may
be worth splitting the mass arrivals between two sets of parking Marshalls to
speed up flow and perhaps sending off the travelling Marshalls at defined
points in the cavalcade. A first class effort by Tom made the day go very
smoothly.
Sean Myles
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So You Think You Know ……?
Richard Toll

After Bob McGeady’s comments in last month’s profile, this month I decided
to find out about someone in the club who is completely unknown to me,
Richard Toll.
Richard, just 40, was born and bred in Ipswich and still lives within the
borough. Formerly of Arundel Way where his parents are still, Richard now
lives on the site of the old Ipswich airfield at Ravenswood. In fact he bought
plot 1 after a very close association with the airport before it closed. More on
this later.
Richard’s education began just 5 minutes from my home at Gorseland Primary
School, Martlesham as there wasn’t a school at Broke Hall when he needed
one. From here he moved on to Copleston High School, before leaving at 16.
First employed by Lister Locks, an Ipswich ironmongers, he went on to
wholesale selling of Spur Shelving to DIY stores before joining the industrial
coatings division of Courtaulds selling paint to agricultural machinery
manufacturers. His final career move saw him become a financial consultant
with Friends Provident before finally starting his own wealth management
business, Wesselton Associates, which is a member of the St. James's Place
Partnership (I saw their advert in The Times today).
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After weeks of polishing, Richard’s biking exploits began at midnight on his
16th birthday with a Suzuki AP50. After disappearing into the darkness for
what became a 4 hour maiden outing, he returned to find his anxious mother
still stood in the window awaiting his safe return. He remembers the 50cc Rregistered bike fondly as the last of the unrestricted machines and even
managed 55mph on one occasion. Although car ownership interrupted his
biking, he returned to two wheels after his father-in-law bought a bike.
Coinciding with the closure of Ipswich Airport, Richard took the DAS test and
bought a Suzuki SV650 from Orwell’s in Ipswich. There he picked up a leaflet
for SAM and was persuaded to come along by Keith Gilbert. His £1 guest fee
secured a first hand account from Kevin and Julia Sanders on their world
record 19,000 miles around the world in 19 days, so Richard was convinced the
club had much to offer.
With help from observer Bob McGeady, Richard passed the IAM test and
moved on to a Suzuki Vstrom 1000 (also a favourite of Bob’s) before
progressing to his current BMW 1200GS. Richard rarely makes it to breakfast
rideouts and only manages to attend about 50% of club nights, but he is
committed to his role as an observer. To his credit he is a strong advocate of
safety on the road and believes that observing helps him to maintain his own
standard of riding.
Richard is something of an action man, having played golf off a handicap of 6
and enjoys football, squash, badminton, fishing and skiing. He is married to
Esther and has two children Laura (12) and Alice (10). Richard met Esther in
the coffee bar at Ipswich Airport where he was a skydiving enthusiast. With
more than 1200 jumps to his credit, Richard has parachuted into Portman Road
for the opening fixture of the season and splashed down into Ipswich docks for
their open day. In fact he was a parachute instructor and also one of the
youngest tandem instructors (i.e. jump with your student secured to you using a
single parachute). Memorable leaps included tandem descents with his sister
and again with his father. He also did the first jump at Ipswich with a
completely naked female attached to his front. Apparently this arose from a
conversation in the bar the night before based on “if you jump naked you can
have it for free”. Although she was only twentysomething, Richard assured me
he was in professional mode and had his eyes firmly on the job! So did the 40
or so students on that day who enthusiastically spectated from the ground. I’m
looking forward to hearing what Richard has to say when he knows I’m not
taking notes.
[Words by Nigel Hydes]
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Events Update
Can You Help?
Listed below are forthcoming events, where some require help to promote
SAM and the IAM. Can you help? Volunteers can be either full or associate
members, unless stated specifically. Please let the event co-ordinator know
where and when you can help.
Suffolk Police Bike Safe
We will only require four people for each of these, as there are only approx. 16
motorcyclists on each course. Please let Phil Sells know the dates you are
available. (01255 242723)
25th August
15th September
Go on – it’s only a couple of hours work, promoting SAM and IAM.
Motorcycle Dexterity and Control Days (a.k.a. Slow Riding Days)
This session has been booked for Saturday morning at Sidegate Lane School,
Ipswich, and will start at 09.00am sharp and end 12.30 – 13.00 depending on
numbers attending. (http://www.sidegate.suffolk.sch.uk) Bring a drink and
something to eat as there will be a break (no cafes nearby).

Date:

Saturday 25th August

We need some Observer volunteers to assist the Seniors, and some members to
attend! Register your interest with any of the Committee members.
This is a valuable opportunity to practice some slow speed control techniques
that you will probably not get anywhere else – everyone who has participated,
whatever their skills and experience, has learnt something from these sessions.
Due to popular demand, fuelled no doubt by John Pickersgill’s article featured
last month, this additional date has been booked.
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Eastern Lights
An annual charity event for which we provide marshals. Took place his year
on Sunday 29th July.
See Sean Miles article, in this edition, ‘Eastern Lights - Thoughts of a Virgin
Marshall’ detailing his experience of the event.
If you haven’t taken part before it is a great spectacle with around 1000 bikes
making their way in a procession from Norwich to Lowestoft. Why not think
about volunteering as a marshal for this event next year?
Youth Hostel Association (YHA) Membership
Did you know the club has a group membership card with YHA? Anyone can
use it (minimum 3 in a group) so if you are interested, contact Keith Wright to
obtain the card. (01473 431796)
First Aid Course
St John Ambulance have agreed to run courses for us in Emergency Aid for
Motorcyclists. We need to know who would be interested in this before we
book it – reduced rate (approx £45 per person) if we get enough people
(minimum 10 to run course).
Please register your interest with John Eden or any other committee member.
Training is expected to take place at Bramford Training Centre on a Saturday
TBA. You could save a fellow riders life!
Great Bentley Green - Bike Meet
Phil Sells will be covering this again this year, starting May, and could do with
a few volunteers so he doesn’t have to do it all himself!
Contact Phil on 01255 242723 if you can spare a couple of hours on a
Wednesday evening at any point throughout the summer to chat to riders and
promote the group.
Maybe this would be a good one for some of our younger members to get
involved with!
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Invitation to Tour Corfu
As many friends in SAM know, I’ll be leaving the UK at the end of this month
(August) to emigrate to the Island of Corfu which is just off the west coast of
Greece and Albania. My wife Carole and I fell in love with Corfu having spent
many holidays there over the last 5 years. It’s a designated conservation area,
made famous in Gerald Durrell's "My family and other animals". There are at
least 15 miles of beautiful sandy beaches, and of course no tides to worry about
for those who enjoy water sports.
It's also a fantastic island to enjoy by
motorcycle, with well surfaced
roads winding in and out of hills and
valleys and along the coast of the
“chilli-pepper” shaped island which
measures 35 miles n-s, by 12 miles
at the widest w-e point. There are
two mountain ranges on the island,
with the highest peak, Mount
Pantokrator at nearly 1km above sea
level.
The picture shows the
winding road leading to the top of
Pantokrator.
I’d be very pleased to help organise
touring holidays to the island for
any SAM members interested in a
holiday in Corfu. There are direct
flights from Gatwick starting at
£100 return. I can organise the
motorcycle hire for you at cost (less
than €200 per week for a 650cc VStrom or similar), and I can offer
en-suite accommodation for up to six people in our home, Villa Pacolina,
starting at €30 p.p.n. self catered. There are leaflets available via SAM’s
newsletter editor, which have much more information plus contact details.
I hope to see some SAM members in Corfu in the future, and my grateful
thanks to the group for helping me improve my riding skills during the last
3 years.
Best regards,
Rob Sherratt
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SMART
RIDER

•

Novice Try-a-Bike Sessions

•

Compulsory Basic Training

•

125 cc & Direct Access

•

Rusty Riders Refresher

•

Riding Skills Development

Professional Motorcycle and
Roadcraft Training on a one-to-one
basis (except CBT) in
Bury St. Edmunds
Contact Tony Fuller on
07763 018027 or 01440 786928
www.smartrider.co.uk
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DFT Road Casualties
Great Britain 2006
The Department for Transport has today published National Statistics on road
casualties in Great Britain in 2006, which relate to casualties in accidents reported to
the police.
Key results include:
• The number of people killed in road accidents fell, by 1 per cent from 3,201 in
2005 to 3,172 in 2006. 31,845 people were killed or seriously injured in 2006,
1 per cent fewer than in 2005. There were 258,404 road casualties in Great Britain
in 2006, 5 per cent less than in 2005.
• Child casualties fell by 9 per cent. The number of children killed or seriously
injured in 2006 was 3,294 (down 5 per cent on 2005). Of those, 2,025 were
pedestrians, 5 per cent down on 2005. 169 children died on the roads, 20 per cent
more than in 2005, this was about the same level as 2004 (166) which at that time
was the lowest ever recorded figure.
• Provisional figures indicate that road traffic levels rose by 1 per cent compared to
2005 and the provisional estimate is that the overall casualty rate per 100 million
vehicle kilometres (45 per 100 million vehicle kms) was 6 per cent lower than in
2005 (48 casualties per 100 million vehicle kms).
• There were 675 pedestrian deaths, 1 per cent more than in 2005. Killed or serious
injured casualties fell by 1 per cent to 7,051. The all pedestrian casualty figure fell
to 30,982 in 2006, 7 per cent lower than 2005.
• The number of pedal cyclists killed fell by 1 per cent from 148 in 2005 to 146 in
2006. The number of seriously injured rose by 4 per cent to 2,296. However, total
casualties among pedal cyclists fell by 2 per cent in 2006 to 16,196.
• There were 599 motorcycle user fatalities in 2006, 5 per cent higher than during
2005. The number of killed or seriously injured remained at about the same level
compared to 2005 (down less than 1 percent from 6,508 in 2005 to 6,484 in 2006).
The all motorcycle user casualties figure for 2006 of 23,326 is 6 per cent less than
in 2005.
• The number of deaths among car users in 2006 was 1,612, 4 per cent less than in
the previous year. The number seriously injured fell by 2 per cent to 12,642. Total
casualties among car users were 171,000, 4 per cent lower than 2005. Provisional
traffic estimates indicate a 1 per cent rise in car and taxi traffic over the period.
• There were 189,161 road accidents involving personal injury in 2006, 5 per cent
fewer than in 2005. Of these, 27,872 accidents involved death or serious injury,
less than 1 percent fewer than in 2005 (27,942).
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School of Motoring
DSDSA Approved Driving Instructor
Member Driving Instructors Association
Member Institute of Advanced Motorists (Car/Motorbike)

Door to door tuition
Pass Plus
Refresher Courses
Extended test tuition
Theory test and Hazard perception training
Competitive rates
Discount for block booking
*Special rates for students
**Special discounted rates for SAM
Members/Associates and their immediate
family
Tom Coomber (SAM’s ever friendly
Associate’s Co-ordinator)
Tel: 01473 735 931
07774 853 241
www.615school-of-motoring.com
*Upon presentation of a student’s registration card
**Subject to point of pick-up/drop-off
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FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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Our Venue
Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Monday of every month
at Great Blakenham Village Hall

We have a “No-Smoking” policy in the meeting room.

Please leave quietly, and return
all chairs back to the storage
trolley provided.
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Events Diary
Thursday 23rd August

Chip Run – Copsey’s, Maldon

Saturday 25th August

Motorcycle Dexterity and Control
Sidegate Lane School, Ipswich 9:00 am

Thursday 30th August

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Sunday 2nd September

S.A.M. Charity Ride
‘The Wild Man’, Sproughton

Sunday 9th September

Breakfast Run
Jambo Café, Holt, Norfolk

Monday 17th September

Group Night – PC Neil Boast
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Thursday 27th September

Roadcraft Theory Night
Gt. Blakenham Village Hall 7:30 pm

Membership Fees for 2007
Full Member £15.00
Associate £85 (Skills for Life)
Includes the current issue of “Pass your Advanced Motorcycle Test” and your
IAM Test fee for new members
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Friend of the Group £6.00
For spouse, partner, friend or colleague of a group member. The Newsletter is
not included in this price
Joint Full Members £18.00
Membership entitles you to 1 Newsletter per couple and to attend monthly
Group meetings which will encompass both riding and safety techniques,
speaker on interesting and varied subject, Group rides at weekends and
evenings and the fellowship of like-minded people.
Please support us by renewing and helping the Group to flourish in the cause of
safer motorcycling.
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Ed’s Soapbox
Welcome to the August edition of the SAM Observer.
Thanks to Keith Gilbert for his ‘This, That and The Other’ article, Sean Myles
for his article on his experience as an Eastern Lights Marshall and Rob Sherratt
for his Invitation to Tour Corfu.
Please have a hunt round for a photo that you’d be willing to put forward for a
monthly Caption Competition. Depending on the response we could reintroduce this as a monthly feature, with the winning caption being announced
on group night. I think it could raise quite a few laughs, as long as you’re not
the subject!
Now to the results of my first in bike video:
I connected the camera to the TV, rewound to the beginning of the tape and hit
the play button. My initial reaction was ‘wow moving pictures’ not surprising
I hear you say from a video camera, but it really does bring your riding
experience to life. An experience that can be re-lived over and over.
Over 20 MPH or so, the audio was completely obliterated by wind noise, due
to the built in microphone being effected by the airflow more than I had
anticipated. I was quite disappointed with this as I hoped to record the ‘sweet
sound’ of my Hornet revving to 13,000 RPM! I hope to get around this by
using an external microphone by way of a commandeered computer
microphone, plumbed in under the seat to avoid as much wind noise as
possible.
On the more ‘bumpy’ roads (the concrete section of the A14 between Copdock
to Wherstead) and although the camera has a ‘steady shot’ mode the picture
bounce, over a long period of time, would make you feel sick! A less sporty
suspension set-up may help in this area.
The other thing that struck me when viewing the video was how slow it
appeared I was travelling. At 70 MPH it looked as though I was doing no more
30 MPH. Perhaps this is due to only previously being familiar with in bike
video footage from Moto GP or the Super Bikes, where the bikes are
achieving 170 MPH?
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I installed the application that came with the camera, to enable the transfer of
the recorded video from the camera to computer as a video file. The resulting
file (MPEG format) can then be re-played using your favourite media player.
The application also provides support for recording CDs / DVDs and capturing
still images of the recorded video.
Since my first trip out I’d had little chance to get out again as my camera isn’t
waterproof and the weather during July wasn’t to kind to us.
The August weather has been kinder and I’ve managed to get out a couple of
times with the camera. Here is an example of a still image, taken from the
recorded video, on a return to Ipswich from Tattingstone.

The Orwell Bridge from the B1456
I’m off to the Yorkshire Dales in September for a long weekends riding with
the North Wales Dragon Riders, of which my brother Mark is a member.
I shall be taking my camera and hope to record some spectacular scenery of the
Dales on what will be, without doubt, some demanding terrain.
Cheers
Steve Gocher
Safety Notice:
If you attach a camera to your bike, once its set up and you hit record and move
off you must ignore it. Under no circumstances should you attempt to operate
it, interact with it or be distracted by it in anyway whilst on the move.
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GREENS
MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA
SALES # SERVICE # MOT
For

TRAINING # REPAIRS

PEDDARS LANE, BECCLES
Phone (01502) 712370
Fax (01502) 711689

